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AbstrAct
Background: Early insulin has the potential to not only provide glycemic benefit and β-cell salvage but also reduce microvascular and 
macrovascular complications. Several reports have shown that the short-term intensive insulin therapy can induce long-term glycemic control 
in newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients with mild to moderate hyperglycemia. Thus, we hypothesize that a 2-month 
intensive glycemic control using glargine in newly diagnosed T2DM patients will provide glycemic and legacy benefit. 
Objective: To assess whether 2-month treatment with insulin in newly diagnosed T2DM patients (HbA1c >9%) brings about long-term glycemic
control even after stopping insulin after 2 months and also reduction in requirement of other antidiabetic agents.
Method: A prospective single-arm observational study included subjects initiated on insulin, which was stopped after 2 months and lifestyle 
modification was advised along with oral antidiabetes drugs thereafter. For the initial 2 months, the patients were reviewed weekly and fasting 
capillary blood glucose was aimed to be maintained between 80 and 130 mg/dL. The included subjects were followed up every 3 months, for 
a period of 1 year for glycemic parameters. 
Results: The study included patients who demonstrated intensive glycemic control with early insulin use. These patients who were followed 
up over a year in interval of 3 months demonstrated a steep reduction in glycemic indices with time. A steady reduction in mean antidiabetic 
medications in the subjects was seen over the time period.
Conclusion: Early insulin initiation may result in long-term benefits. Optimum glycemic control in the early stage of diabetes using insulin 
provides legacy effects and good metabolic memory.
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IntroductIon
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a disease characterized by 
progressive loss of mass and function of the β cell of the pancreas. 
Studies have shown that by the time type 2 diabetes develops, more 
than 70% of the β-cell mass is lost and that the loss is initiated at least 
a decade before the diagnosis of diabetes.1 Higher degree of insulin 
resistance and other β-cell stress can result in the manifestation of 
hyperglycemia much earlier along the course of β-cell loss. Thus, 
limiting the stress or workload of a dying (but not dead) β cell may 
salvage it and therefore make it functional for a longer period 
of time. Early initiation of insulin therapy is one of the proposed 
mechanisms a dying β cell may be salvaged, as exogenous insulin 
helps supplement its function. Thus, early initiation of insulin 
therapy may halt β-cell apoptosis.2

Insulin is the most effective antihyperglycemic event and 
landmark studies have shown that early glycemic control delays/
prevents long-term diabetes complications via the “legacy effect” 
or “metabolic memory.” Thus, early insulin has the potential to 
not only provide glycemic benefit and β-cell salvage but also 
reduce microvascular and macrovascular complications.3,4 Thus, 
we hypothesize that a 2-month intensive glycemic control using 
insulin in newly diagnosed T2DM patients will provide glycemic 
and legacy benefit. This can result in long-term benefits like later 
control of diabetes only on lifestyle modification, delayed and later 
need for antidiabetic agents, and delay or prevention of chronic 
diabetes complications. 
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Several researches have conferred that short-term intensive 
insulin therapy can induce long-term glycemic control in newly 
diagnosed T2DM patients with mild to moderate hyperglycemia.5-7 
Another study showed that desired glycemic control was 
successfully achieved by intensive insulin therapy for 10–14 days in 
cases of newly diagnosed T2DM patients with severe hyperglycemia. 
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These studies were limited by short duration and in most of these 
subjects other pharmacological therapy were needed to maintain 
near-euglycemia.8

We therefore hypothesize that early insulin therapy in 
newly diagnosed T2DM patients will not only improve glycemic 
parameters but also improve measures of β-cell function and result 
in delayed or reduced need of other antidiabetic medications and 
therefore reduce adverse effects of antidiabetic agents and delay/
decrease/prevent chronic diabetes complications. The present 
study thus assessed whether 2-month treatment with insulin in 
newly diagnosed T2DM patients (HbA1c >9%) brings about long-
term glycemic control even after stopping insulin after 2 months 
and also reduction in requirement of other antidiabetic agents.

Methodology
A prospective single-arm observational study was conducted 
over a period of 1  year. The study included subjects initiated 
on insulin, which was stopped after 2  months and lifestyle 
modification was advised along with oral antidiabetes drugs 
thereafter. For initial 2 months, the patients were reviewed weekly 
and fasting capillary blood glucose was aimed to be maintained 
between 80 and 130 mg/dL. The included subjects were followed 
up every 3  months, for a period of 1  year for parameters like 
glycated hemoglobin, fasting and postprandial blood glucose, 
and urine albumin–creatinine ratio (ACR). The need for type of 
antidiabetes medications (insulin vs oral hypoglycemic agents 
[OHA]) was probed along with number of antidiabetic medications 
necessitated. Data were entered and analyzed using Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 
Illinois, United States) for Windows.

results
The study included 48 patients who demonstrated intensive 
glycemic control with early insulin use. Mean age of the included 
subjects was 50.92  ±  9.45  years, with sex ratio being 2.66:1 
(male:female). Mean body mass index was observed to be 
24.38 ± 3.27 kg/m2. 

Glycemic parameters in terms of mean reduction in glycated 
hemoglobin and plasma glucose level were noted in interval of 
3  months for a year. A steep reduction in glycemic indices was 
noted (Table 1).

Mean ACR was analyzed for the included subjects, which 
showed a steep decrease in value within 3 months of treatment 
(Fig. 1).

Need of antidiabetic medications in the subjects was analyzed, 
which conferred a steady decrease in mean antidiabetic medications 
in the subjects over the time period (Figs. 2 and 3).

Table 1: Glycemic parameters

Mean plasma glucose reduction

Mean HbA1c 
reduction

Fasting plasma 
glucose

Postprandial 
glucose

Baseline 13.08 ± 2.29 283.8 ± 52.80 404.8 ± 81.94
3 months 5.92 ± 0.55 85.4 ± 13.22 125.2 ± 15.85
6 months 6.08 ± 0.37 96.4 ± 4.77 130.6 ± 12.16
9 months 6.26 ± 0.30 97.4 ± 6.15 129.8 ± 11.96
12 months 6.22 ± 0.39 98.5 ± 5.49 127.3 ± 15.87

Fig. 1: Mean ACR values in study subjects

Fig. 2: Need of antidiabetic medications (insulin vs OHA)

Fig. 3: Need of antidiabetic medications (number of antidiabetic 
medications)
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dIscussIon
Hyperglycemia activates multiple and complex pathogenetically 
relevant pathways. Inflammatory courses lead to some structural 
changes like thickening of the basal membrane of microvessels 
and perivascular fibrosis, resulting in microvascular endpoints 
in the most susceptible organs, such as renal insufficiency and 
retinopathy. These structural changes also result in functional 
impairment and a reduction in blood flow regulation, which 
subsequently reduces macrovascular endothelial function. 
This loss of endothelial protection may lead to the subsequent 
development of atherosclerosis.9-13 The structural changes within 
the microcirculation may account for building up a “metabolic 
memory.” It is important to act before the point of no return. 
Good glycemic control before this point would give a good long-
term outcome as compared to a tight control beyond the point 
of no return. Institution of appropriate antidiabetes therapy and 
patients’ adherence to such therapy are of paramount importance 
for the prevention of diabetes-related complications in newly 
diagnosed cases of T2DM.14,15 Studies have shown that compliance 
with both pharmacotherapy and nonpharmacological measures 
in diabetes management is relatively poor in some segments of 
the population. 

The recently published guidelines by the American 
Diabetes Association (ADA) titled “Standards of Medical Care 
in Diabetes-2020” recommend early introduction of insulin if 
symptoms of hyperglycemia are present, or when HbA1C levels 
>10% or blood glucose levels are ≥300  mg/dL or evidence of 
catabolism like weight loss is present.16 The Comprehensive 
Type 2 Diabetes Management Algorithm (2019) by the American 
Association of Clinical Endocrinologists also recommends 
instituting insulin with or without other agents in individuals with 
entry HbA1C >9% with hyperglycemic symptoms.17 In addition 
to its beneficial effects on cardiovascular risk factors such as 
cholesterol, triglycerides, and waist–hip ratios, the insulin therapy 
also appears to partially restore insulin-mediated endothelial 
function and improve vasodilatation and fibrinolytic profiles. 
Insulin therapy also has the ability to reverse glucotoxicity, the 
temporary decline in  β-cell function following chronic exposure 
to high glucose concentrations. Research suggests that intensive 
insulin therapy has been shown to significantly improve β-cell 
function in patients who have failed maximal doses of oral 
antidiabetic agents.3

The study included patients who demonstrated intensive 
glycemic control with early insulin use. These patients who were 
followed up over a year in interval of 3  months demonstrated 
a steep reduction in glycemic indices with early insulin usage. 
No signs and symptoms of chronic complications of diabetes, 
including hospitalization due to diabetes-related morbidities, were 
observed in the present study subjects. Most of the patients were 
on metformin only at the end of the 12-month therapy. Decrease in 
mean ACR value within 3 months of treatment was noted. A steady 
reduction in mean antidiabetic medications in the subjects was 
seen over the time period.

However, being a single-arm study, there was no comparator 
arm, which is a major limitation to this study. Thus, this hypothesis 
can be further probed with a future randomized controlled trial 
after proper matching of the baseline parameters. 

conclusIon
Early insulin initiation may result in long-term benefits. Optimum 
glycemic control in early part of diabetes using insulin provides 
legacy effects and good metabolic memory.
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